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pediatric positioning

Carrie® Rover® stroller with Carrie® seat*

Carrie® collar*

accessories*

Carrie® seat with footrest and tray*Carrie® seat*

■   Carrie® seat, adjustable footrest and tray
and box-type mobile base

■   base raises seat 14½" from floor
■   move individual without

repositioning
 30-3330   small  2,280.00 
 30-3331    medium  2,385.00 

base only
 30-3320   small/medium  440.00 

foot rest (shown above)
 30-3290         small              457.50 
 30-3291         medium         475.00 
 30-3292         large               497.50 
 30-3293         x-large           765.00 

tray (shown above)
 30-3280         small              412.50 
 30-3281         medium          432.50 
 30-3282         large               490.00 
 30-3283         x-large            480.00 

■   stroller combines
the Carrie® seat
with a stroller
base for
maximum
mobility indoors
or out

■   lightweight
stroller has front
swivel casters,
large rear
wheels,
adjustable tray
and footrest and
folds for easy
transport

■   wrap-around hinged collar
supports jaw line and occipital
region for improved neck flexion,
head control and mid-line position

■   attach to seat with velcro

 30-3390 collar  185.00 

■   built-in abductor
and contoured
interior provide
lateral trunk
support and
shoulder
protraction

■   adjustable neck
stabilizer maintains
head in mid-line
and neutral
position

■   harness securely
positions child

■   may be used as
car seat; meets
F.M.V.S.S.213

■   secure seat using
standard vehicle seat belt

■   medium seat approved for use on airplanes
 30-3326 small  1,125.00 
 30-3327 medium  1,125.00 
 30-3328 large  1,195.00 
 30-3329 x-large  1,345.00 

folds for
storage

■   seat, adjustable footrest
and adjustable tray

■   tray provides a surface for
feeding and other
activities

■   footrest adjusts to
maintain hip, knee and
ankle flexion and to
position child for optimum
comfort   

 30-3310       small  1,840.00 
 30-3311       medium  1,945.00 
 30-3312        large  2,075.00 
 30-3313       x-large  2,440.00 

Carrie® seat with base, footrest and tray*

pediatric positioning

Carrie® positioning system

■   soft, washable cover
provides comfort,
absorbs moisture

Rover® with Carrie® seat* 
 30-3510   small           2,555.00 
 30-3511    medium      2,735.00 
 30-3512   large           2,945.00 
 30-3513   x-large        3,580.00 

Rover® stroller, frame only
 30-3501   small/medium  1,400.00 
 30-3502   large                1,450.00 
 30-3503   x-large             2,005.00 

seat cover (not shown)
 30-3305        small              107.50 
 30-3306        medium          110.00 
 30-3307         large               120.00 
 30-3308        x-large            122.50 

* blue only; see page 210 for size chart

tray

footrest 
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